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Members of the European Parliament are required to report any 

financial interests they have during their term at the EP. They serve 

on boards, run consulting practices, or have shareholdings. They 

are also required to report how much they are paid for these 

activities. RTL News reviewed all 765 statements. 
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The vast majority of Euro MPs indicated on the form that they had no 

interest in excess of 6,000 euros per annum, while 151 members 

indicated that they did. Together, they held 236 paid positions or 

had shareholdings. On average this generated between 25,000 and 

70,000 euros per annum for them. 

 

MPs who have such an interest ask an average of 78 questions in the 

European Parliament. Other MPs ask an average of 94 questions. 

They were also less likely to amend EP reports: 65 on average, 

versus 72 for the MPs without paid side jobs. 
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Italian Euro MPs earn the most on the side: over 15,000 euros per 

annum. The other countries in the top 5 are Denmark (over 8,700 

per annum), Portugal (over 8,400 euros per annum), Belgium (over 

8,100 euros per annum), and France (over 6,900 euros per annum). 

These figures include the members without paid side jobs as well. 

 

Among the European party groups, the ones where the MPs earn the 

most on the side are mainly the liberal-conservatives (over 9,000 



euros per annum) and the Christian Democrats (over 7,000 euros 

per annum),. These figures include the members without paid side 

jobs as well. 
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Eleven high earners among the EU MPs report side earnings 

exceeding 120,000 euros per annum. Six of them are Italian, and 

three are French. The other two Euro MPs are from Germany and 

Portugal. 

 

RTL News reviewed only financial interests of Euro MPs in categories 

C (other regular jobs), D (membership of boards and commissions), E 

(incidental income), and F (shares). Income earned as an elected 

representative in other parliaments and alternative support was 

excluded. 
 


